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About This Game

Morgan Shane has disappeared, leaving a bloody trail of mayhem in her wake. But is she a monster or a victim of something far
more sinister than the authorities are imagining? And the biggest question of all: Can you unravel the mystery before the same

dark force that targeted Morgan finds you?

Daemon_9 is not a movie... it's not a game... it's both. It's like a horror movie inside an escape room that puts YOU in the heart
of the story. Full-motion video, graphic images and challenging brain teasers intertwine to spin a deeply layered story of

supernatural terror and mystery.

GAMEPLAY:
When you first launch Daemon_9 you are greeted by a message from an anonymous friend of Morgan's who is on a mission to
find and save her -- and uncover the truth of what happened to her. Desperate for help, he is asking for your help. Your only
tool is a backup of his hard drive. And that's where your journey begins -- sifting through the material he's unearthed in his

quest for the truth. But the real challenge is to keep from falling victim to the same dark forces that claimed his friends, and by
"getting involved" you may have made yourself vulnerable.

The trail will eventually lead you out onto the web and into a different kind of web -- one woven with international conspiracy
and supernatural forces. You will need wits, patience, and nerve to unravel the mystery, save Morgan, and save yourself.
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Title: Daemon_9
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Curio Productions
Publisher:
Curio Productions
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7+

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8600 / Radeon equivalent (2009 era)

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 320 MB available space

English
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If you like Tower Defense type of games, this is worth looking into. Mindy's Arc is a TD with RPG elements where you have to
be quite active, as your Spirits(towers) have a limited field time. In Easy, Normal or Hard, you have access to Strategic Pause,
which which is pretty nice when you're new to a stage. The arts are pretty and cute and the soundtracks are decent. The story is a
bit confusing at the beginning, but everything is straighted out by the end, so don't let that drag you down. I've never really been
a big TD person, but I've enjoyed this game a lot.. nice game for blind gamers. This is a quick RPG that hits a lot of the good
notes you'd expect: cogent story, alright combat system, building up strength...

However, the game has a number of issues. The combat is fine, but not well polished or thought-out. It's great to be able to avoid
enemies, but the collision detection doesn't match the graphics. There is no apparent "ambush" mechanic, so engaging an enemy
from behind gives no noticeable benefit. Later in the game, fights always include long stretches where you are just watching
enemies attack over and over again between each of your actions. There is no leveling up, so your incremental growth comes
from looting better items or grinding money to buy hp\/stam\/weapon\/magic\/armor upgrades.

It is not clear when the game actually ends. There appears to be a main quest which, once completed, does not grant the
traditional ending screen\/sequence. You can complete side quests after finishing the main quest, but there are a number of
areas alluded to in the game which do not seem to be included.

Powerful weapons\/magic feel more clunky than strong. The stamina-based combat system is not very forgiving of the "level 5"
items and spells which use up most of a maxed out stamina bar. That means you only get one use per turn which doesn't always
rate well compared to weaker, lower-stamina options which can be spammed.

All in all, I enjoyed the game with some frustrations (like the game randomly crashing). It would have been great if the combat
system was more polished and the leveling system was friendlier to players who want to power up multiple members of the
party.. Insane 2 is so much fun. It's kind of like Motorstorm but feels like it takes itself less serious, which in this case is good..
To win an Illuminate Helldive ezpz lemon squeez-ee.
Use Obsidian on face of any naysaying Illuminate facist.. I bought this game in summer sale,

and was thinking about refunding it...

Until I played the multiplayer, this is probably one of the most Fun games I've played in a while.
Dont play this game alone, just play it with friends together.

Basically you hit the ball and it becomes your color while in that color it can knock out enemys.
When you hit the ball it gets bigger and faster. (Top-Down)

The Game has very Balanced Moves.

Normal Strike:
You just dash forward and hit the ball, or you can charge and aim the ball by holding the Button

Hex Shot:
You can Charge it and make it faster and aim it better, it transforms People into chickens or Stops the Ball (After hitting it, it
still has the same Size and Speed)

Gem Use:
You use your gem (you can collect them while they appear on the stage) which unleashes an powerful "Kamehameha"
or just a big shot.

Card Use:
I havent explored them that much but everything that I've gattered is that you get them in trials mode by killing enemys,
They have some Special effects like giving you a Shield or summoning "Brofists"
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The game is also as balanced as it can be with characters:

There are no characters,
they are skins. (Cat for the win)

And the game gets really intense while the ball gets bigger and faster I bet you will burst out in laugher when you play this game
with your friends  (if you have any)  and the ball just bounces around with an insane speed.

PROS:
Very balanced
Fun with Friends
Cool Artstyle
Gets intense while the ball gets Faster
Easy to play with not that experienced players in videogames.

CONS:
Boring af solo
No online multiplayer
(I cant really add more to this)

Conclusion:
This is the perfect game if you hang out with your friends and dont know what to play (or if you do)
I regret even thinking about refunding this game.

Prob. a 7/10
Cheap and fun.
but still is lacking online multiplayer and a more fun solo mode.
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the ai doesnt use trenchwarfare
but hey
good when playing with/against friends. This game is fun and hilarious, most suitable to play with family and friends, especially
during holidays. It's very intuitive, easy to pick up and start to play. It's polished and comfortable. Most people can enjoy it, the
young and the old. The levels have intersting variations, and they become more and more challenging as you level up. I tried
several times in "Midnight Children" level, but failed to finish it. And I would like to try more to finish all the levels. The
gameplay is simple, fast-paced and a lot fun, which makes it stand out from many of other VR games. I would like to
recommend it without hesitation.. Really like the idea & Quick Battle mode!!! (BUT)
Thought it had enough good reviews to buy on sale.. i did.. Game started out well no issues in quick battle mode. But midway
through in Campaign mode the game started glitching switching me to the AI side? i was playing Japan i clicked end of turn
then the next thing i know im playing the U.S.?? WTH ! then to boot it wont let me out of the turn??? it ju doesnt quite freeze
up but your stuck with one way out save that spot and exit play! But this is the kicker on that Thing!! listening "Developers"? is
that you cant save the game when or where you want, you can only save as of your last play, and when you go back and start to
play again you lose that place you had saved! whats up with that great idea too many bugs in campaign mode Not
Recommended! as of Now! until bugs fixed! if ever!!!!

Followup... after patch & conversation with developer its not a bad game for intro. & mid level sea battles so from "Not
Recommend'd" ive changed my view... Don't Waste Your Money On This Game.. keyboard controls are a mess and they dont
let you rebind properly. First

Very Good

Nice game to chill out to. Feels dated in a weirdly endearing way. Apparently, transplanting Kratos's Blades of Chaos into a
short arcade game with the janky look and feel of a late-'90s light gun shooter - even the sound quality is kind of abysmal - is a
recipe for campy success. A few bucks for some quaint, silly fun.. Half Past Disaster is a fun puzzle platformer that feels like a
90's Nickelodeon cartoon but plays with the mechanics of Superhot.

Full level editor and the promise of Steam Workshop support just adds to the value.

Intro + First Few Levels: https:\/\/youtu.be\/y4xBEpAZs0g
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